Role of anion polarizability in fluorescence sensitization of DNA-templated silver nanoclusters.
Fluorescent silver nanoclusters (Ag NCs) as novel fluorophores have received much attention because of their high brightness, good photostability and widely tunable emissions from the visible to the near-infrared range as a result of their size and existing environment. However, efforts are still needed to find the factors that tune the emission of Ag NCs. In this work, Ag NCs that were size-selectively grown on DNA were used to investigate the effect of the electronic properties of coordinating ligands. Halogen anions were used as the paradigm because of their periodicity in element properties. We found that addition of halogen anions did not alter the emission wavelength of Ag NCs, but the fluorescence intensity showed an initial increase at low concentrations of Cl(-), Br(-) and I(-) followed by a gradual decrease at high concentrations. No increase in fluorescence was observed for F(-) at either low or high concentration. Such specific halogen-anion sensitization of the fluorescence of Ag NCs suggests that the binding strength/manner and dipole polarizability of these anions synergistically tune the emission behavior of Ag NCs. Less fluorescence sensitization occurred for the anion having high enough polarizability to form a covalent bond with Ag NCs. The anion polarizability-sensitized fluorescence indicates the role of anion electronic properties in tuning the emission behavior of Ag NCs, which should be seriously considered in designing Ag NC-based sensors and devices.